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Introduction:  
 
Throughout the world, there are 88 species of marine mammals known as cetaceans, which 
include whales, dolphins, and porpoises. Cetaceans possess the basic characteristics of other 
mammals – they are warm-blooded, have hair, breathe air into their lungs, and nurse their 
young. Unlike their terrestrial counterparts, however, these animals live their entire lives 
underwater.  
 
Cetaceans can be classified into two types: Odontoceti whales and Mysticeti whales. Odontoceti 
possess teeth and a single blowhole. This category consists of sperm whales, beaked whales, 
killer whales, and every species of dolphin and porpoise. Mysticeti whales filter food through 
plates known as baleen and breathe through two blowholes. In spite of their filtered diet of small 
organisms, this class includes the “Great Whales,” or the largest animals on earth: the blue, 
humpback, gray, and right whale.  
 
Whale movement changes according to a variety of factors. These include water temperature, 
depth, the amount of salt in the water, the shape of the sea floor, and of course, the abundance 
of prey. Long-distance migrations often correspond to a breeding season. Warmer waters such 
as Hawaii are believed to be better for breeding, while the temperate (cooler) waters of Alaska 
and New England provide fertile ground for feeding. Most often, areas of abundant prey are 
determined by the shape of the seafloor, which can cause a phenomenon known as upwelling.  
 
Upwelling can occur both in the open ocean and along coastlines, where a landmass or rising 
continental shelf forces deeper water to the surface. Winds blowing across the ocean surface 
transport the surface water away from that area. The surface water is then replaced by water 
rising from below. Deeper water tends to be colder and richer in nutrients, and therefore this 
process renews the high biological productivity at the surface. Upwelling is particularly important 
for Mysticeti whales, as their primary food source of zooplankton and krill is found in the top 
layer of the ocean.  
 
Understanding how cetaceans move and the 
factors that drive their migrations is critical to 
ensuring that populations already depleted by 
the whaling industry suffer no further harm. In 
fact, this information has already been used 
in greater conservation efforts, including the 
formation of marine protected areas (MPAs) 
worldwide. Wildlife tracking maps such as the 
Smartmine Whale Tracker are now being 
used to monitor real movements of many 
species of organism, including marine 



mammals. Taking advantage of satellite technology, researchers attach electronic tags to each 
animal that provide a periodic GPS position of the individual. This position can then be 
electronically mapped, providing a “track” that shows where the animal has been. These 
programs are widely accessible, available online to scientists, researchers, and curious students 
alike.  

 
Image:  A mother sperm whale and her calf. Sperm whales are the largest of the toothed 
whales, and were hunted for the spermaceti found in the head cavity (Wikimedia Commons). 
 
 
Key Words: 
 
Biological Productivity: This term refers to the creation of oxygen from sunlight, which takes 
place at the surface of the ocean through the phytoplankton that live there.  
 
Conservation: The act of protecting, preserving, or restoring the natural environment.  
 
GPS: The Global Positioning System uses satellites to provide location and time information 
around the world. There are different types of GPS, including devices used to navigate by car or 
boat.  


